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the wide ring formed by the old foundation-stones, which had

proved too massive to be removed. A greatly more entire

erection of the same age and style, known of old as Dunalis

eag,-which stood on the Ross-shire side of the Dornoch

Frith, and within whose walls, forming, as it did, a sort of

half-way stage, I used, on these Suthcrlandshire journeys, to

eat my piece of cake with. a double relish,-I found, on last

passing the way, similarly represented. Its gray venerable

walls, and dark winding passages of many steps,-even the

huge pear-shaped lint', which had stretched over its little

door, and which, accoi1ing to tradition, a great Fingalian lady
had once thrown across the Dornoch Frith from off the point
of her spindle,-had all disappeared, and I saw instead, only a

dry-stone wall. The men of the present generation do certain

ly live in a most enlightened age,-an age in which every trace

of the barbarism of our early ancestors is fa.st disappearing;
and were we but more zealous in immortalizing the public
benefactors who efface such dark memorials of the past as

the tower of Dunaliscag and the promontory of Loch Shin, it

would be, doubtless, an encouragement to others to speed us

yet further on in the march of improvement. It seems scarce

fair that the enlightened destroyers of Arthur's Oven, or of the

bas-relief known as Robin of Redesdale, or of the Town-cross

of Edinburgh, should enjoy all the celebrity attendant on such

acts, while the equally deserving iconoclasts of Dunaliscag

and the tower of Loch Shin should be suffered to die without

their fame.

I remember spending one singularly delightful morning with

Cousin George beside the ancient tower. He pointed out to

me, amid. the heath, several plants to which the old High

landers used to attach occult virtucs,-plants that disenchant

ed bewitched cattle, not by their administration as medicines

to the sick animals, but by bringing them in contact, as charms,

with the injured milk; and plants which were used as phil

ters either for procuring love or exciting hatred. It was, he

showed me, the root. of a species of orchis that was employed

in making the philters. While, most of the radical fibres of
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